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I have a teacher 

And she is much happier 

She teaches us SST 

And also shows its PPT 

She teaches us for some time 

And never tells a lie any time 

She stops us when we fight 

And stops us when we do pen fight 

I like my teacher 

As if she is my mother. 
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I was alone in my home, 

Sitting beside the window, 

Watching the beautiful trees, 

Getting covered up by the snow. 

The far mountains and the meadows, 

Filled with animals alone, 

They were going somewhere, 

The place’s name, I don’t know. 

 

But it must be beautiful, 

Why else would they want to go? 

From this place, 

Covered up in magnificent snow. 

The joy on a child’s face, 

When he sees the snow so white, 

The snowman he made, 

Turned this place into a better sight. 

 

The firehouse is lit up, 

In everyone’s homes, 

People are drinking coffee, 



Like kings in their domes, 

Watching the snow outside, 

Which is as soft as snow. 
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     An Introduction- 

 

What goes on behind the scenes is known only by a few, yet it is the power responsible for 

what we see on stage, isn’t it? The Book thief is a behind-the-scenes kind of book. I asked 

two friends out of the blue if they had heard of it and the answer was, naturally, in the 

negative. But 99 of the 100 will nod their heads vigorously in response to 'Harry Potter.’ It’s 

a brand now and eclipses the rightful position of other books. Even Enid Blyton and 

Geronimo Stilton take the limelight in the blink of the eye. They're great books, for kids, 

sure, but frankly, overrated. To each author his own, right? As one chapter comes to a close, 

another must open. It’s time for other masterful works to steal the hearts of their readers. The 

Book Thief is one such book. 

 

The Setting 

 

World War II is very much alive and in the heart of all of this we read of a girl, a book thief, 

to be precise. Belligerent armies clash in Germany as the girl, a Liesel Meminger, enters her 

new foster home on Himmel (Translation: Heaven, provided by our beloved narrator, Death 



himself) Street in Molching. As bombs rail down against the smattered and smouldering 

remains of yesterday and as more devastation pitches, we find ourselves in a dark period of 

Humanity. Molching and surrounding areas have been left relatively unscathed at present, 

allowing the petty adventures of a young girl to play out. Poverty strips the wealthiest of 

their identity, and the fortunate out-shadow the destitute in a stark and blaring contrast. 

Suffering competes with itself and scales to new heights, shattering old records. It’s the Nazi 

regime, dear readers, let the party begin. 

 

The Characters  

 

Liesel Meminger:  

 

The protagonist; the book thief: when Liesel Meminger’s life has been turned upside down, 

shattered and the remains scorched, through the death of her brother Alex and separation 

from her mother, she finds herself in a new, almost hostile, setting: Molching, Germany. 

Liesel is welcomed with open arms by Hans Hubermann (Papa) and with grudging 

acceptance from Rosa Hubermann (Mama.) She’s left in bits and pieces and no amount of 

tape can fix her. However, Papa teaches her to read and to write and in doing so summons a 

voracious reader with an insatiable appetite for words. The book starts off from Liesel’s 

story, in a diary picked up by Death from the jaws of Desolation. It’s her story, folks, so 

gather round. 

 

The Hubermanns: 

 

Hans and Rosa Hubermann are the new, somewhat peculiar, guardians of Liesel Meminger. 

They are split personalities, Mr Hubermann, being calm, modest, gentle and compassionate 

and Mrs Hubermann being the kind of woman to easily blow her top and engage in 

beautifully crafted harangues. Hans embraces Liesel through every night terror and loves her 

like the father she never had. A kind compassionate individual who loves to smoke. And 

Rosa, surprisingly enough, is beneath the acidic exterior someone who loves. Is someone 

who swears at passersby when they stare too long at a tearful child standing at the gateway. 



That kind of love. These two people go out of their way to make a home for Liesel and it’s 

best she can ever hope for. 

 

Rudy Steiner:  

 

Well, what’s to be said about Rudy? He’s Rudy: A model student, a Jesse Owens 

worshipper, respectable athlete, not-so-model of mild and timid behaviour and all of these 

rolled up into one, tattered package. Oh, not to forget a potential love interest of Ms 

Meminger, in search of kiss to satisfy his soul. The question is, will he get it? 

 

Max Vandenburg:  

 

The Jewish fist fighter. The Nazi’s are hoarding the streets, sniffing out Jews and Max is 

smack dab in the centre of it all. The hunt’s on as Max stands at the Hubermann’s’ doorstep, 

virtually asking them to hand over their lives to the Gestapo. Another question arises: 

What’ll be the Hubermann’s response? Read to find out about the fate and probable fatality 

of Max ‘Maxi-Taxi’ Vandenburg, in search of a favour.  

 

The Story:  

 

Succinctly, it’s about a girl a girl who steals books. A girl in Nazi-time Germany when 

catastrophe reaches what could be called the norm? She’s in Molching. Death should be 

demanding a raise, having so much work to do! Collecting souls across the world as the 

genocide picks up is no easy task. The conflict is a slumbering beast which gradually wakes 

up with a roar, so exacerbate that the plot’s gradual rise and fall becomes erratic. 

 

It’s Max. Now, should we keep a Jew and sentence ourselves to the Narrator? A simple 

question complicated through our conscience. Either way, you can’t sleep peacefully at 

night. What to do? What to do? The clock’s ticking. Nazi’s are hunting sniffing, searching, 

discovering. The Book Thief’s adventures play out in an illusion (or reality?) of safety. The 

Bombs haven’t taken them yet. Max Vandenburg awaits his sentence. Imprisonment or the 

alternative? The story moves on, suspense, injected into every page, addicting us, like a drug, 



like an obsession. An obsession with words. Molching can’t be called a dead zone, yet the 

question remains in the air, like the thick smoke curling upwards from a recent bomb site: Is 

it a matter of months, days, minutes, or will a miracle, an epiphany, save the city? Behind the 

covers, the propaganda, the hollow work of Mein Kampf (My Struggle) lurks the one 

responsible for it all, four syllables that strike total fear and steal the breath away from those 

to whom they are known: Adolf Hitler. The one who has machinated this entire drama, 

pulled the puppet strings and teased the demon of Humanity to show its very worst. The real 

enemy. Herein lies the conclusion to the story of this Book Thief, but please, continue. 

 

My Thoughts:  

 

If you’d like to know what I, a nobody, thought about this book, I’ll give it to you in two 

simple words: A masterpiece. 

 

Markus Zusak is a virtually unknown literary genius. His style of writing, I at least haven’t 

witnessed in any work of art. I couldn’t do justice to this book and its calibre of excellence 

unless and only when, dear readers, you read this book yourselves. Our school has a saying: 

‘Be the best, or different from the rest. I think it's possible to be both, and only a maestro can 

orchestrate a story like Zusak's. This work borders too eerily on reality. ‘The Nazis are 

coming’ is the slogan of the Jews, and the other oppressed. The masterpiece paints a picture 

in history of one period darker than any other in the modern epoch. Millions lose their lives. 

Imagine the workload of Death, as so many demand demand a final rendezvous with him. I 

have left many unanswered questions, not for you to ponder about. I’ve left them 

intentionally. Why? There is only one way to eradicate present and future terrors: by reading 

this book. Don’t assume the story's end, please, that this book has and will end with a happy 

ending. It may and it may not. Only one way of finding out. This report isn’t a perusal, it’s a 

demand. Come on, dear friends, read with me, as I end with Death’s last words: 

 

‘I am haunted by humans.' 

 

 

 



                             
Truth, lies and deadlines  
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As a kid I dreamt of 

of unicorns 

and butterflies 

and a world 

full of smiles 

 

But now 

those dreams 

have been crushed 

by  

truth, lies 

and deadlines 

 

The snowy and  

summery fairyland 

which once had  

all my belief  

is now a  

frosty bitter  

wasteland 

full of truth, lies and 

deadlines. 

 

 

 Follow me to hell 
 

 

Tell me, what would you do 

If I told you how much I love you. 

Would you burn down buildings 

or light up dingy dwellings 

Would you follow the stars 



 or shred the barriers apart 

Tell me, would you follow me to hell 

or leave me alone in a prison cell. 

Truth, lies and deadlines 

As a kid I dreamt of unicorns 

and butterflies and a world 

full of smiles. 

But now those dreams have been crushed 

By truth, lies and deadlines. 

The snowy and summery fairyland 

which once had all my belief 

is now a frosty bitter wasteland 

full of truth, lies and deadlines. 

                                

 

 Scarred for life 
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As I silently writhe in pain, 

My mind screams out impatiently 

Wrapping me in all kinds of hues, 



I never thought I knew. 

 

I tried to pull a straight face, 

As my memories screamed in agony 

Oh god how I wanted to sleep, 

And never wake up again. 

 

You don't understand; you never did, 

How i suffered behind this pretty face 

For; you didn't know that mental scars, 

Cut deeper than physical ones. 

 

I dread being awake, 

And I doubt I am 

I die each moment as I relive memories, 

As fresh new scars........ 

 

 

What Lies Within   
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Let's dig a little deeper  

Let's go beneath those hidden scars,  

Under those long forsaken dreams,  

Let's search the true essence of how it sucks your heart out before your very eyes   

How it drains you of every cell that works towards positivity  

 

Firstly, sadness isn't that easy  

It is so much more than a simple smile turning into a frown  



Much more than a person sitting in class with their head down  

Much more than a single fight, a single drama, a single shout 

However, 

It is a person forgetting how to function  

A person holed up in their sacred haven of thoughts scared to show themselves  

It is a person crying behind a closed door late at night, 

A person afraid to show their personalities, their ideals, 

To show the wonders their minds could become  

It is a person hiding their potential behind a veil of anxiety and mockery Too numb to understand, to care 

because somehow no one did  

 

Secondly, sadness isn't shown 

They won't flaunt it, 

They won't be the ones to cry in front of a crowd when all hell breaks loose 

Instead, they'll be the ones to whimper in the dark  

Cautiously letting the tears fall while making just enough sound so no one can hear 

All because  

They do not want us to hear and see  

For when we see, we will know  

And when we know, we will judge  

And they know exactly the routine that will follow  

 

Thirdly, we are wrong  

Why, you might ask?  

Here's why, 

We try to convince them it's not real  

We tell them to move on without showing them how to 

We motivate them to put on a skin 

A fake skin of euphoric thoughts, 

and an endless mass of encouragement and positivism 

For we don't want them to expose what lies within  

A heart that beats with chaos and turmoil  

Blood that boils with stress and tension  

Maybe it's not about helping them become the light they once were  

Maybe it's about becoming the light to shine away their darkness, 

To make them believe in that glimmer of hope they lost 

Depression means losing out on how to live before you even die  

Maybe we're supposed to experience with them what it means to be truly alive while they still are  

To sail with them through their voyage of life,  

Be it the storms or the calming seas. 

 


